
SECOND STUDY OF NEW BAIL DECISION AID SHOWS POSITIVE RESULTS 
 
In 2002, CSSD began a two part project with Jennifer Hedlund and Stephen Cox, Associate Professors of
Criminology/Criminal Justice from Central CT State University (CCSU), under the leadership of CSSD Adult
Services Regional Manager Mike Hines and Adult IAR Supervisor II Jaime Carollo.  The goal was to develop
an improved pretrial assessment process that would reduce the number of FTA (failure to appear) violations in
pre trial clients.   

BACKGROUND:  The intent of pretrial decision making is to determine if an individual can be released back 
into the community after arrest and prior to a court date without posing a risk of failure to appear for court, of
committing a new offense or harming someone. The first part of this project involved the development of a
revised intake risk assessment point scale to determine financial/non financial conditions in this release process.
 (See 7/10/03 CSSD Chronicle) The second part began in 2004 with the creation of a decision aid to help 
pretrial staff (Bail Commissioners, IAR Referral Specialists) match client needs with appropriate conditions. 
The Decision Aid for Pretrial Conditional Release was developed to guide pretrial staff.  A pilot study of the
Aid was initiated in Waterbury and New Britain in 2005.  (See 6/24/05 CSSD Chronicle)  Although findings 
from that were promising, they were based on a small sample from only two courts.  It was decided to expand
this pilot study last year to four courts (New Britain, Waterbury, Hartford, and New Haven) with a larger
sample.   In this second study, the Decision Aid was used on a total of 357 cases and compared to a matched
sample of 550 cases processed prior to use of the Aid (pretest).  This second study also looked at how the use of
the Aid affected pretrial recommendations and outcomes.    

 EXPANDED USE OF AID BEING CONSIDERED:  According to William Carbone, CSSD Executive Director,
consideration is being given to expanding the use of the Aid statewide because of the positive study results.
 The Governor’s proposed budget also includes funding to begin implementation statewide in the next fiscal 
year.  “It appears that this new tool can significantly enhance the effectiveness of pretrial bail work.  By 
ensuring more accurate assessment of clients and bond decisions, we anticipate being able to reduce non 
compliance with court appearance orders and more effectively divert clients to pre trial services that can reduce
later incarcerations and the severity of sentences.” 

SECOND STUDY SHOWS SUCCESSFUL RESULTS:  The results from the second study also looked at how the 
use of the Decision Aid affected pretrial recommendations and outcomes.  There were three main sets of
outcomes that were reported by the CCSU principle investigator in this project, Dr. Jennifer Hedlund. 

First, the likelihood of recommending a non financial release was more than double in the Decision Aid 
group compared to the pretest group.  Three times more cases received a conditional release 
recommendation in the Aid group compared to the pretest group. 
   

Second, in regard to outcomes, 18% fewer clients were held in pretrial detention when the Aid was used.  
For clients on release, fewer clients failed to appear when the Aid was used (12%) than when it was not 
(17% FTA).  For cases where the bail condition matched the court ordered one, the FTA re arrest rate was 
50% lower suggesting that the Aid facilitated more effective conditional release recommendations. 
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Lastly, it appears that the Aid had an effect on the likelihood of being convicted or the sentence received.  
Clients who were held in pretrial detention were more likely to be convicted and received longer 
sentences than clients who were released. Since more clients were released in the Aid group, these finding 
suggest an indirect relationship between the use of the Aid and sentencing outcomes although these 
results did not control for charge severity.   

POTENTIAL IMPACT ON PRETRIAL DECISION MAKING:  Several positive implications for pretrial decision 
making have become apparent as a result of this study. 

First, since it appears that the Aid encourages the use of condition release, it can reduce the reliance on 
financial bonds to ensure appearance. This would affect potential disadvantages that indigent defendants 
might face.   
Second, the Aid facilitates more consistent recommendations regarding conditional release, which can 
reduce potential disparities in recommendations across pretrial personnel and courts.   
Third, by improving conditional release recommendations, more clients may show up for court.  The 
study found that when the bail recommended condition matched the court ordered condition, the use of 
the Aid was associated with a 50% reduction in the FTA rate.   

 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION contact Michael Hines, CSSD Northwest Regional Manager at 860-721-2193 
or Michael.Hines@jud.ct.gov.   

Suggestions? Questions? Comments? Concerns? Contact us!        Rena.Goldwasser@jud.ct.gov
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